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Abstract When compared to cars, public transportation (e.g., buses) can carry

more people using less space. Hence, by increasing the share of people traveling by

bus within an urban network, we can improve the efficiency of the urban trans-

portation system, ultimately making it more sustainable. Unfortunately, buses op-

erating mixed with cars can often get stuck in car congestion. One commonly used

solution is to dedicate a lane for bus-use only. However, when bus flows are low,

dedicated lanes running through intersections can reduce the discharge flows from

these locations and lead to increased car delays, car queues, and all the negative

externalities associated with congestion. This, in turn, can reduce the overall effi-

ciency of the transportation network. Therefore, a solution is to discontinue the

dedicated lane upstream of the main signal, removing bus priority at intersections.

In this paper, we advocate the use of pre-signals upstream of signalized intersections

to continue providing bus priority while minimizing the disruptions to car traffic.

Pre-signals can allow buses to jump the car queues upstream of signalized inter-

sections, while allowing cars to utilize the full capacity of the main signal when

buses are not present. In this paper we provide practical guidelines on how to

implement pre-signals at signalized intersections. Ideas on how to operate pre-

signals are provided by using recent analytical and empirical findings from previous

research on pre-signals. The reduction of system-wide (buses and cars) person hours

of delay by using pre-signals, as compared to mixed-use lanes or dedicated bus

lanes is also quantified. By doing so, the domains of application of pre-signals are

also defined. This information can then be used to determine where and when pre-

signals should be implemented in real urban networks and to quantify their benefits

to the system.
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1 Introduction

A key component of a sustainable urban transportation network is public

transportation. Reliable and fast public transportation (e.g., buses) can allow for

existing urban road space to be used more efficiently by moving more people using

less space, and hence, help relieve urban areas of car congestion. However, the

operation of buses in urban environments can often be impeded by interactions with

cars. When traveling in mixed-use lanes, bus operations can become slow and

unreliable if buses are caught in car queues. Also, car operations can be hindered by

buses which stop frequently and pull in and out of bus stops. As a result, both car

and bus modes operate less efficiently and the capacity for both can be reduced, a

phenomenon also known as cross-capacity in the transportation economics literature

(Arnot et al. 1992; Basso et al. 2011; Gallo et al. 2011).

A commonly used solution is to dedicate space only for buses (i.e., dedicated bus

lanes) within the urban network in order to prioritize this mode. This solution has

been studied as early as 1975 (Levinson et al. 1975). A common implementation of

dedicated bus lanes, combined with other strategies such as longer stop spacing and

stations with level access is known as Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) systems. The

analysis of BRT systems have often focused only on the bus operations themselves

(e.g. Widanapathiranage et al. 2015; Hidalgo and Munoz 2014). Theoretical

analysis of roadway capacities with the use of bus lanes has only recently been done

(Cassidy et al. 2009). These lanes can allow the buses to bypass car queues in order

to reduce their travel times and increase their reliability. On the other hand, this

strategy takes a lane away from cars which, depending on the bus frequency and the

car demand, could lead to increased car queues. Therefore, the effectiveness of these

lanes on creating a sustainable transportation system can differ greatly.

When bus flows are high, dedicated bus lanes can also benefit cars by reducing

the number of conflicting lane changing maneuvers experienced between the two

modes. This implies that the discharge flow from both the bus lane (due to the high

utilization of the bus lane) and the car lanes will be relatively high. If these

dedicated bus lanes run through bottlenecks, the total discharge flow of the system

can even be expected to increase (Menendez and Daganzo 2007).

However, when bus flows are very low, even the increased flow in the car lanes

may not compensate for the under-utilization of the bus lane. In this case, bus lanes

running through bottlenecks can impose additional car delays and longer car queues

can form due to the reduced bottleneck capacities. The longer queues can also

increase the risk of queue spill-overs to other intersections further reducing

discharge flows across the network.

For low bus flows, by allocating space more efficiently amongst buses and cars

the urban transportation system could become more sustainable. To this end, the

dynamic use of bus lanes has been proposed on links and at intersections. On
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signalized arterials, intermittent bus lanes were proposed (Viegas and Lu 2001,

2004). Intermittent bus lanes allow cars to use all lanes on a roadway when buses

are not present. Preceding the arrival of a bus, cars are restricted from changing into

the bus lane, which dynamically creates empty space in front of the arriving bus.

Hence, the bus can travel the length of the arterial without encountering car queues.

However, since buses receive priority only when necessary, the road space can be

fully utilized by cars when there are no buses. A similar idea named bus lanes with

intermittent priority, where cars in the lane of the approaching bus are forced to

change lanes, was proposed and theoretically analyzed by Eichler and Daganzo

(2006). Guler and Cassidy (2012) theoretically determined the bounds for which

dynamically shared lanes would increase the total capacity of the system.

Intermittent bus lanes were field-tested in Lisbon, Portugal (Viegas et al. 2007),

and in Melbourne, Australia (Currie et al. 2007). These experiments found a varying

range for bus delay reductions with the use of intermittent bus lanes.

With a special focus on intersections, the use of pre-signals, which are additional

signals upstream of a main signal, was first proposed by Wu and Hounsell (1998).

The goal was to increase discharge flows from intersections while still providing bus

priority. This paper provided three different operating strategies for the pre-signal

and theoretically evaluated two of them in terms of the delays associated with both.

The third case, where the pre-signal dynamically responds to the arrival of a bus to

provide further priority, was not analytically evaluated. Other restrictive assump-

tions such as perfectly saturated main signal cycles, and a constant arrival of buses

to the pre-signal location, were also made. These restrictive assumptions were

relaxed in Guler and Menendez (2014a, b); where also a more efficient operating

strategy (where the pre-signal turns green for cars in advance of the main signal at

the latest possible time) was proposed. They analyzed the car and bus delays

encountered at pre-signals when the main signal is under saturated (Guler and

Menendez 2014a), and when the main signal is over saturated (Guler and Menendez

2014b). An active pre-signal strategy which can be turned on and off in response to

the traffic demand has also been proposed (He et al. 2015).

Another proposed treatment is named queue jumper lanes, and are used to allow a

bus to use the right turn bay at a signalized intersection to bypass car queues

(Nowlin and Fitzpatrick 1997). Other works have also looked at combining queue

jumper lanes with transit signal priority (Zhou et al. 2006; Zlatkovic et al. 2013).

These studies concluded that using queue jumper lanes in combination with transit

signal priority can increase bus speed between 5 and 15 km/h.

There are only a few places where pre-signals have been implemented in the real

world. These locations include London, UK (Transport for London 2005), and at

least one implementation was found in Zurich, Switzerland. In London, Transport

for London (2005) provides guidelines on how to assess and design pre-signals. This

document qualitatively talks about the different aspects to consider when assessing

the feasibility, design and implementation of pre-signals. However, except for a

general suggestion for the distance from the intersection of a pre-signal location,

quantitative assessment tools are not provided in this document. The only known

empirical evaluation of car and bus delays encountered at a pre-signal was found for
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the Zurich pre-signal (Guler and Menendez 2013). This evaluation was also used to

validate the theoretical analysis presented in Guler and Menendez (2014a, b).

The goal of this paper is to provide a comprehensive view on the operation of

pre-signals, and to convey their benefits for creating a more sustainable urban

environment. This paper presents basic guidelines on how and when pre-signals can

be implemented in urban networks. These guidelines are developed using the

formulations furnished in Guler and Menendez (2014a, b). However, the focus here

is placed on the results in order to provide practitioners with tools to assess the

feasibility of pre-signals. Moreover, we provide basic guidelines for the design,

implementation, and evaluation of pre-signals.

Section 2 describes the operation of pre-signals. Section 3 discusses the

conditions for which pre-signals can improve the system for under saturated and

over saturated intersections, and quantifies the benefits. Section 4 provides

strategies for operating pre-signals in ways to benefit the system the most. Finally,

Sect. 5 offers some suggestions and final remarks for the implementation of pre-

signals.

2 Operation of pre-signals

A pre-signal can be used when there are two or more lanes approaching the

intersection in the same direction as the bus, and one is dedicated for bus-use only.

This dedicated bus lane is discontinued some distance upstream of the intersection.

At that location, an additional signal (a pre-signal) is placed only for the car lanes to

still provide some bus priority at the main signal (see Fig. 1). The pre-signal allows

cars to use all lanes to discharge from the main signal, except when a bus arrives. At

that time, cars receive a red at the pre-signal (if it were not already red) allowing the

bus to maneuver in front of the cars without encountering any conflicts. Since buses

arrive to the pre-signal location in a dedicated lane, this also allows for buses to

jump the car queue present upstream of the pre-signal. Notice that when the pre-

signal is introduced, the signal settings of the main signal remain the same. Since

the signal settings of the main signal are not modified, only the direction on which

Fig. 1 Schematic of a pre-signal (Guler and Menendez 2014a)
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the pre-signal is placed is analyzed to determine the additional delays which might

be caused due to the presence of a bus when a pre-signal is implemented. The

operation of the other traffic streams should remain the same. The sole purpose of

the pre-signal is to provide bus priority, and therefore it has the same cycle length as

the main signal, and all of its other signal settings. The red duration and the offset

are determined to facilitate bus priority.

Fig. 2 Operation of a pre-signal
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The operation of the pre-signal is as described in Guler and Menendez (2014a),

and is summarized here in Fig. 2. This figure shows the phase of each signal for cars

(green or red) and the location of the car queues as hatched areas for a cycle during

which a bus is not present. A yellow phase is not shown in this figure. The yellow

phase preceding the red phase can be inserted for safety measures at the main signal

and pre-signal as would be done for a regular signal. Note that buses are not

controlled at the pre-signal and whenever a bus arrives the pre-signal turns red for

cars, regardless of the phase of either of the two signals. This allows for the bus to

maneuver into the mixed lanes without encountering conflicting movements from

cars. Once the bus passes the pre-signal location, the pre-signal can turn green if it

would have been green without the bus arrival. This operation provides the smallest

combined bus and car delays, and will be justified later.

The pre-signal and main signal are both red such that no cars are queued at the

main signal. A bus arriving during this phase can jump the entire car queue and

move to the stop line at the main signal.

The pre-signal turns green in advance of the main signal such that the capacity of

the main signal is not affected by the presence of the pre-signal. This green at the

pre-signal starts as late as possible to ensure that a bus arriving during this phase

encounters the smallest possible queue at the main signal. This bus will only jump

the small queue which remains at the pre-signal.

The main signal turns green at the time it would have if a pre-signal were not

present. A bus arriving during this phase may or may not encounter a small queue at

the main signal.

The pre-signal turns red in advance of the main signal based on the free-flow

travel time of a car between the pre-signal and the main signal. This ensures that

when both signals are red, the car queue is only present upstream of the pre-signal.

Now imagine that the duration of red at the pre-signal is different than described

above. If the red time at the pre-signal is shorter, this would imply that a longer

queue would form at the main signal every cycle. This would not increase the main

signal’s capacity, but a bus arriving during the phase as shown in Fig. 2b would

queue behind more cars, leading to a larger average bus delay. The cars would

experience no benefit from this type of operation since they would discharge from

the main signal at the same time. However, the operating strategy would be less

efficient for buses.

Now imagine the opposite, where the red at the pre-signal is longer than

described above. In this case, the capacity at the main signal would be reduced since

cars discharge using one less lane from the pre-signal as compared to the main

signal. In this case, cars would experience additional delays. However, buses would

benefit from this operation since the duration of the phase as shown in Fig. 2a would

be extended (i.e., buses would encounter no car queues at the main signal for a

longer duration). Further investigation of this strategy showed, however, that this

reduction in bus delay was not enough to compensate for the increase in car delay

(as compared to mixed lanes).

Hence, the optimal pre-signal operating strategy is the one presented in Fig. 2.

With it, for a cycle during which buses are not present, the car delay is exactly the

same as it would be if the pre-signal did not exist, even though the number of stops
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is increased for some cars. To further clarify this point, a queuing diagram as shown

in Fig. 3 can be considered. The notation used in this figure is as follows:

• car demand (i.e., arrival rate), a (veh/h)

• total capacity across all lanes at the pre-signal, s0 (veh/h)
• total capacity across all lanes at the main signal, s (veh/h). Notice that s� s0

since there are more (or the same number of) lanes present at the main signal as

compared to the pre-signal.

• red duration at the pre-signal, rps (h)

• red duration at the main signal, rms (h)

• common cycle time at the pre-signal and the main signal, C (h)

Figure 3 shows the transformed queuing diagram (Cassidy and Windover 1995) for

a cycle where no bus is present. In the figure the thick line, A, represents the virtual

arrival curve (i.e., the time cars would have crossed the intersection if they were not

delayed), the thin solid line, Dms, represents the departures from the main signal, and

the dashed curve, Dps, represents the departures from the pre-signal. Separated

curves indicate existence of delay, whereas curves which lie on top of each other

indicate free-flow travel. Now imagine that the pre-signal did not exist. In this case,

the only change to Fig. 3 would be that the dashed line would no longer exist.

However the virtual arrivals, and the departures from the main signal, and hence the

total delay (i.e., area between these two lines), would remain exactly the same. The

addition of the pre-signal (the dashed line in Fig. 3), only changes the distribution of

the delay between the pre-signal and the main signal. Now, cars which would have

experienced the entire duration of their delay at the main signal experience part of

that delay at the pre-signal, and the remainder at the main signal. In other words,

whether or not the pre-signal is present, the total car delay remains the same.

However, for a cycle during which a bus is present, cars will experience some

additional delays, but buses will keep their priority. Therefore, buses will

experience some time savings compared to mixed lanes. In both cases (i.e., cycles

with or without buses) cars might experience an additional number of stops.

For the pre-signal operation described above, two important parameters need to

be calculated: (1) the distance of the pre-signal to the main signal, d; and (2) the

Fig. 3 Example queuing
diagram to show delay
distribution between the pre-
signal and the main signal
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duration of red at the pre-signal, rps. Once these two values are calculated a pre-

signal can be placed upstream of any main signal without modifications to the main

signal timings.

For a perfectly saturated main signal (when the demand is equal to the capacity of

the signal) there needs to be enough space between the pre-signal and the main

signal such that the main signal can be fully utilized by queued cars (when s[ s0).
Therefore, the pre-signal must be located at least at a distance d km (see Eq. 1)

upstream of the stop bar at the main intersection.

d ¼ ðC � rmsÞ � s �
1

kjam
ð1Þ

where kjam is the jam density of all lanes at the main signal in veh/km (i.e., the

maximum number of stopped vehicles per unit distance). In the case when s ¼ s0, d
is only limited by the space required for the bus to be able to maneuver into the

appropriate lane.

The next step is to determine the duration of the red time at the pre-signal (rps).

As described above, cars initially start queuing at the pre-signal when it is red. Then,

it turns green in advance of the main signal (i.e., rps\rms) and cars are required to

queue at the main signal for a short duration. This happens since typically there is

one less lane available at the pre-signal and the discharge flow is not enough to

saturate the green at the main signal. Thus, cars queue at the main signal in order to

fully utilize its capacity once it turns green. Then the duration of rps can be found as:

rps ¼
s � ðs0 � aÞ
s0 � ðs� aÞ � rms ð2Þ

Since rps depends on the demand rate, it could either be pre-determined by using

historical data or determined dynamically by measuring the arrival rate with the use

of loop detectors. Also, in real implementations the pre-signal turns red in advance

of a red main signal by the free flow travel time ( d
vf
, where vf is the free flow speed).

This can be thought of as a simple, one-directional coordination.

In the case when s ¼ s0, the pre-signal would still turn green d
vf
in advance of a

green main signal, but rps would be equal to rms. Hence, the first car queued at the

pre-signal would arrive to the main signal just as it was turning green and would not

be required to stop again. Therefore, no secondary queue of cars would form at the

main signal. The pre-signal would turn red again d
vf
in advance of a red main signal.

Notice that the description above assumes instantaneous acceleration and

deceleration, and no amber light. However, by changing the offset between the start

of the green at the main signal and pre-signal, the time lost due to acceleration and

due to amber lights can easily be accounted for. Then, this offset would be equal to

an accelerating vehicle’s travel time between the pre-signal and the main signal

rather than the free flow travel time. This would be the only modification for the

operation of a pre-signal.

If a bus arrives when the cars have a green pre-signal, the pre-signal needs to turn

red for cars for a certain duration rb. This duration needs to be enough to allow the
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bus to maneuver into the appropriate lane downstream of the pre-signal. This

duration is typically around 5 s, however, it could be as high as 10 s as it was

observed at the Zurich pre-signal.

3 Benefits and domains of application of pre-signals

This section presents the delay savings obtained by using pre-signals as compared to

mixed-use lanes and also as compared to dedicating a lane for bus-use only. Notice

that mixed-use lanes do not provide any bus priority, while dedicating a lane for

bus-use only provides a high level of bus priority. The bounds for which pre-signals

can provide the lowest system-wide (car and bus) total person hours of delays are

also presented. These results are determined using the analytical formulations

developed in Guler and Menendez (2014a) for under saturated intersections, and

Guler and Menendez (2014b) for over saturated intersections. These formulations

are developed using queuing theory and transformed queuing diagrams (Cassidy and

Windover 1995). Using queuing diagrams, several different cases of additional car

delays due to bus presence are determined, and these additional delays at the pre-

signal and main signal are summed to obtain total delays. The formulations assume

an isolated intersection, which implies that arrivals are uniform and departures from

the main signal are not affected by any downstream flows. The formulas which can

be found in Guler and Menendez (2014a, b) are generic and can be used for different

main signal timing settings, car demands, or bus frequencies.

Note that all the results presented below are obtained for a fixed geometry of the

roadway and main signal operation. The values of the fixed parameters used below

are: s ¼ 5400 veh/h (i.e., three lanes at the main signal), s0 ¼ 3600 veh/h (i.e, two

lanes upstream of the pre-signal), rms ¼ 40 s, C ¼ 80 s (i.e., green ratio = 0.5),

rb ¼ 5 s, and bus headway = 80 s. The results are relatively robust for different

numbers of lanes (as long as there is the same number of total lanes upstream and

downstream of the pre-signal location), and different red times and cycle lengths (as

long as the green ratio remains the same). However, since the capacity of the system

would change significantly when either the number of lanes or the green ratio

changes, the upstream car demands presented should be thought of as a volume to

capacity (V/C) ratio. Therefore, all demand values are also shown as a V/C ratio

using the intersection capacity with mixed-use lanes as a basis.

An important parameter to consider is the bus headway. The bounds and delay

savings are shown for bus headways of 80 s (i.e., one bus per cycle). These are

relatively short headways (high bus frequencies) which would only be observed

along busy bus corridors where perhaps multiple lines meet. For longer headways,

the delay savings would increase and the bounds of application would widen

making pre-signals even more attractive compared to the two other bus-car

operating strategies. Hence, the bounds and delay savings shown below can be

considered as the most conservative scenario possible. To determine bounds for a

specific location with specific input values, the equations in Guler and Menendez

(2014a) or Guler and Menendez (2014b) can be used.
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3.1 Use of pre-signals vs. mixed-use lanes

The system-wide passenger delay savings per cycle (i.e., C ¼ 80 s) when

comparing the use of pre-signals to mixed-use lanes are quantified and shown in

Fig. 4a. The figure shows the total passenger delay per cycle if there were no bus

priority (i.e., mixed-use lanes) minus the total passenger delay per cycle if a pre-

signal strategy were implemented. Passenger delays are calculated by summing the

product of total car delay and the number of passengers in a car, and the product of

the total bus delay and the number of passengers in a bus. The number of bus

passengers and car passengers is kept as a variable, and the y-axis of this is

presented as a ratio of bus passenger occupancy to car passenger occupancy. This

figure is also shown as a function of the upstream car demand (or V/C ratio).

The figure is divided into three zones based on the car demand: (1) where the

system is under saturated (US) if pre-signals or mixed use lanes are used; (2) the

system is over saturated (OS) if pre-signals are used, but remains under saturated if

there were mixed use lanes; or (3) the system is over saturated with the use of either

Fig. 4 Total delay savings per cycle comparing pre-signals to mixed-use lanes for a all car demands, and
b only when both pre-signal and mixed-use lanes are under saturated
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a pre-signal strategy or mixed-use lanes. For the over saturated conditions, we

assume that the peak hour lasts for 0.5 h, and that the non-peak hour demand is

equal to 75 % of the main signal’s capacity. In this figure, negative values indicate

that pre-signals under-perform in comparison to mixed-use lanes (i.e, pre-signals are

not the best for the system and increase total passenger delay for these bus

occupancy and car demand combinations). Details of the delay savings for demand

values such that the system would be US either when using pre-signals or mixed-use

lanes are shown in Fig. 4b (i.e., this is a zoomed-in version of the left hand side of

Fig. 4a).

Looking at Fig. 4a it can be seen that for demands which could make a pre-signal

strategy or a mixed-use lane strategy under saturated, pre-signals would benefit the

system if the ratio of bus to car passenger occupancy were greater than 15. It can be

seen from this figure that the system would become over saturated at a lower car

demand (� 2500 veh/h) if a pre-signal were used than it would if mixed lanes were

used (2700 veh/h). This happens since the capacity of the system is slightly lower

when pre-signals are installed due to the interruptions in operation caused by the

arrival of a bus (i.e., a red pre-signal due to the presence of a bus). Therefore, for

scenarios where a pre-signal strategy would be over saturated, but mixed-use lanes

would be near over saturation or slightly over saturated (upstream car demands

between 2500 and 2900, or between 0.9 and 1.1 times the signal capacity), mixed-

use lanes prove to be more beneficial than pre-signals. When the system is greatly

over saturated, pre-signals benefit the system when the ratio of bus car passenger

occupancy is greater than 30. In these situations, the magnitude of the benefit can be

quite significant, on the order of 2000 s (� 0.5 h) per cycle. While this number may

appear to be quite large, when the system is highly over saturated, the queue lengths

can be very large with both cars and buses delayed by multiple cycles.

Looking at Fig. 4b, for under saturated systems, the delay savings with pre-

signals would be on the order of 100 s per cycle, and could go up to 300 s per cycle

for large bus passenger occupancies. Note that, even though the delay savings are

Fig. 5 Domains of application of pre-signals as compared to mixed-use lanes
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small, pre-signals can also have an impact on bus reliability which is not quantified

in this paper.

Figure 5 shows the domains of application of pre-signals, i.e., when pre-signals

would benefit the system. Pre-signals would provide the lowest system-wide delays

as compared to mixed-use lanes above the solid line (as a function of the ratio of bus

occupancy to car occupancy) or the dashed line (as a function of the bus mode

share) for a range of car demands. The domains of application as a function of the

ratio of bus occupancy to car occupancy directly follow from Fig. 4. The domains of

application as a function of the bus mode share are shown for a car occupancy of

one. These bus mode shares are specific to the intersection of interest and are not

representative of the mode share of the entire city. For pre-signals to be the best for

the system, buses are required to carry more than 50 % of the passengers when the

demands are very low, but only 20–30 % of passengers near congestion and in

highly over saturated conditions. The mode shares in Fig. 5 are representative of

intersections with high bus flows, where a high number of people would be expected

to be traveling by bus. It is unclear how the entire city’s mode share would be

reflected in these calculations. However, it is expected that the bus mode share for

the city would be much lower than at the specific intersection considered.

3.2 Use of pre-signals vs. dedicated bus lanes

The delay savings when comparing the use of pre-signals to the use of dedicated bus

lanes are shown in Fig. 6. Again, this figure shows the difference in total passenger

delay if pre-signals were used and the total passenger delay if instead a fully

dedicated lane were implemented. Positive values indicate that by implementing

pre-signals passenger delays are reduced. The delay savings are again provided for a

range of upstream car demands and ratios of bus occupancy to car occupancy. Here,

we again assume that the peak hour lasts for 0.5 h, but that the non-peak hour

demand is equal to 50 % of the main signal’s capacity (instead of 75 % as in

Sect. 3.1). This distinction is made since an off-peak demand of 75 % of the main

signal’s capacity is still greater than the capacity of the main signal when dedicated

lanes are used. Hence, queues would grow to infinity if the non-peak hour demand

were equal to 75 % of the main signal’s capacity when dedicated lanes were used.

Looking at Fig. 6a it can be seen that for the ranges of values presented the delay

savings are always positive, indicating that pre-signals would always benefit the

system when compared to using dedicated lanes (i.e., by using pre-signals the total

system delay can be reduced). With dedicated lanes, the system would become over

saturated at a much lower car demand than if pre-signals were used, since a severely

under-utilized dedicated bus lane running through the main signal significantly

reduces the capacity of the system. When the system becomes over saturated with

dedicated lanes, the delay savings start to rapidly increase since the queue lengths

and delays grow quickly when dedicated bus lanes are used while with pre-signals

the system is still under saturated. Therefore, the benefits of having a pre-signal for

these car demands (between 1800 and 2500 veh/h) are very significant. For even

larger car demands which make the system over saturated with pre-signals, using

dedicated lanes would likely not be considered since the demand would be nearly
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twice the capacity. However, these demand values are included in the figure for

consistency.

Figure 6b shows a zoomed-in version of the left hand side of Fig. 6a. Looking at

Fig. 6b, it can be seen that the magnitude of delay savings when using pre-signals as

compared to dedicated lanes, is similar to when compared to mixed-use lanes for

under saturated intersections. For a wide range of car demands and bus occupancies,

the total delay saving per cycle is approximately 50 s.

Figure 7 shows the domains of application of pre-signals. Pre-signals would

provide the lowest system-wide delays as compared to dedicated lanes below the

solid line (as a function of the ratio of bus occupancy to car occupancy) or the

dashed line (as a function of the bus mode share) for a range of car demands. The

domains of application as a function of the ratio of bus occupancy to car occupancy

directly follow from Figure 6. For pre-signals to be the best for the system, buses

are required to carry less than 80 % of the passengers when the system is under

saturated or when the system is near congestion. From Fig. 7, for a realistic range of

bus occupancies, pre-signals would always out-perform dedicated bus lanes.

Fig. 6 Total delay savings per cycle comparing pre-signals to dedicated lanes for a all car demands, and
b only when both pre-signal and dedicated lanes are under saturated
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4 Pre-signal implementation strategies

To summarize the finding of the above section, pre-signals always outperform the

two other strategies when bus occupancies are between 15 and 70 times greater than

car occupancies for under saturated intersections. However, near congestion pre-

signals may not be the best strategy to use. In light of the findings in the previous

section, it is important to take precautions in the operation of pre-signals to always

minimize the system-wide delays. To improve the traffic operations and avoid

causing excessive system-wide delays the pre-signal could be turned off (i.e., turned

green for both buses and cars) when the traffic operations at the main signal are

detected to approach over saturated conditions. The criteria for turning off/on a pre-

signal could be determined in advance by considering demand as a fraction of the

main signal’s capacity (e.g., as demand approaches 90 % of the signal capacity the

pre-signal could be turned off). This would allow buses to always jump the car

queues present, at least until they reach the location of the pre-signal. Notice,

however, that the additional benefits gained by buses from the presence of the pre-

signal would not be observed while the pre-signal is turned off. In other words,

turning off the pre-signal would cause additional delays to buses, but when demand

is close to the main signal’s capacity, it can also keep the main signal from

becoming over saturated and avoid excessive car delays. The pre-signal could be

turned back on whenever the demand decreases or increases further. Again, the

criteria for how large the demand needs to be can be determined in advance as a

fraction of the signal capacity (e.g., as demand reaches 110 % of the signal capacity

the pre-signal could be turned on again). According to the formulations of Guler and

Menendez (2014b), pre-signals can benefit the system for reasonable bus occupancy

values if the car demand is smaller than the main signal capacity, or 1.05 times

greater than the main signal capacity. The examples described above used 90 and

110 % to include some buffer for demand variations.

Fig. 7 Domains of application of pre-signals as compared to dedicated lanes
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5 Conclusions

This paper provided guidelines for implementing and operating a pre-signal to

benefit the system and provide more sustainable transportation operations in urban

areas. The results show that for realistic bus occupancies and mode shares, pre-

signals can provide the lowest system-wide delays. Especially at key intersections

within an urban environment where car delays are large, rather than running bus

only lanes through the signalized intersection, pre-signals can be seen as a good

compromise that benefits both buses and cars. A word of caution is necessary here

since, if the main signal is barely over saturated, pre-signals could increase the

system-wide delays. Therefore, when implementing these strategies in real life, the

car demand should be closely monitored, so when demand gets close to the main

signal’s capacity the pre-signal can be turned off. This will allow for buses to still

have priority over cars, at least until the location of the pre-signal, but can also

maximize the discharge flow from the main signal avoiding additional delays.

Even though there are cases where pre-signals are not the best for the system

when compared to mixed-use lanes, in most scenarios they do perform better than

dedicated bus lanes. Since they result in similar bus delays as dedicated bus lanes,

and also improve bus reliability as compared to mixed use lanes, the use of pre-

signals should be considered as an alternative to dedicated bus lanes running

through intersections.

In comparison with mixed-use lanes, pre-signals evidently provide higher bus

reliability, and lower delays, potentially encouraging mode changes. In addition,

they are more conducive to implementing transit signal priority, especially in over

saturated conditions. The arrival time of the bus to the main signal can be predicted

with greater accuracy, and the bus is at the head of the main signal in more

situations as compared to mixed lanes. Thus, more accurate changes can be made to

the main signal timings to further reduce the bus delays.

Looking at the analytical evidence presented in this paper, pre-signals can be

beneficial to the system over a range of situations. The number of implementations

of these strategies can be widely extended to provide bus priority in a politically

feasible fashion. By improving bus service, this mode can be made more attractive

to users in order to induce mode changes. These mode changes could further reduce

car delays and queues. Overall, this then could lead to more efficient and sustainable

transportation systems in urban environments.
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